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REPORT 
OF 
THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, November 15, 1869. 
SrR : In presenting a statement of the public business of this depart~ 
ment for the last fiscal year, I shall follow the usual custom of making 
an exhibit of the affairs of the several bureaus, and adding such recom-
mendations as the good of the service seems to require should be carried 
into effect. 
I also submit the reports of t.he several benevolent and correctional 
institutions which are under the supervision of this department and are, 
wholly or partly, dependent upon governmental support, together with 
such information concerning various public works committed to it~ · 
charge as the records and files furnish. 
PUBLIC LANDS. 
During the last fiscal ;year, public lands were disposed of as follows: 
Cash sales . _ - - - .. - - - - . - . - ............ -............. . 
~aken for homesteads ............................... . 
Grants to railroads and wagon roads ...... _____ .. _ . __ _ 
.Approved to States as swamp __ .... _ .. ... ___ .. ___ . __ _ 
Located with military warrants_ .. _ . ___ . _ .. ____ .. ____ _ 
Located with college scrip __ . __ ..... _ . ______ . __ . _____ _ 
Located with Indian scrip _____ .. _ .... __ . _ . _ . ________ _ 
Acres. 
2,899,544.30 
2,737,365.05 
746,769.51 
445,768.49 
449,780.00 
352,664.86 
24,259.76 
7, 666, 151. 97 
.A quantity greater by 1,010,409.4 7 acres, than was disposed of the 
previous year . 
. The number of acres entered under the homestead law was greater 
by 408,441 than that of the preceding year. 
The urveys in fifteen surveying districts embraced 10,822,896 acres. 
Theca h receipts from all sources amounted to $4,472,886 28; a sum 
greater by $2,840,140 38 than was received the previous year. 
The total ex pen e. of the General Land Office and the seventy. three 
district offices amounted to $453,816 43. 
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Congress appropriated tei1 thousand dollars for the continuance of the 
geological survey of the Territories of the United States by Professor 
Hayden. 
He was instructed by the department to direct his attention especially 
to the geological, mineralogical, and agricultural resources of the Terri-
ries of Colorado and New Mexico ; ascertain the age, order of succession, 
relative position, dip, and comparative thickness of the different strata 
and geological formations, and examine with care all the beds, veins, 
and other deposits, of ores, coals, clays, marls, peat, and other mineral 
substances, as well as the fossil remains of the different formations. 
He entered on his labors in the field the last of June, at Cheyenne, 
Wyoming Territory. His route was through Denver, the silver and gold 
mining region of Georgetown and Central City, the Middle Park, Colorado 
City, and Fort Union to Santa Fe, returning through the San Luis Val-
ley and South Park to Denver. The exploration, though brief and 
rapid, was eminently successful, and the collections in geology, miner-
alogy, botany, and zoology were extensive. His preliminary report 
bears date October 15. It is accompanied by two other reports made to 
him by his assistants-one on :r.nines and mining, the other on agricul-
ture. These papers are a valuable contribution to our knowledge of the 
subjects which they embrace, and merit careful perusal. 
PATENT OFFICE. 
During the year ending 30th September, 1869, 19,360 applications for 
patents, including re-issues and desjgns, 3,686 caveats, and153 appli-
cations for the extension of patents, were filed. 13,762 patents, includ-
ing re-issues and designs, were issued, 125 extended, and 899 allowed, 
but not issued by reason of the non-payment of the final fee. 
On the 1st day of October, 1868, the unexpended balance of the ap-
propriation was $117,249 18. The appropriations subsequently made 
amounted to $772,018, making an aggregate of $889,267 18. The ex-
penditures since that date have been $472,462 62, leaving on hand an 
available balance of $416,804 58. • 
During said year the fees received were $213,926 02 in excess of the 
expenditures. This exhibit furnishes a gratifying contrast to that of the 
preceding year, when the expenditures exceeded the receipts $171 64. 
'J:he appropriati~n asked for, for the next fiscal year, is $564,420. 
The office now publi he a weekly list of claims, which is furnished to 
, ub: Tiber. at five dollar per a11num. It is believed that by the ensuing 
ar h r ceipt will cover the entire co t of the work. This list, publish-
d. ·imultan ou ly with the i ·u of the patent. , erves all the purposes of 
th ann ml r por , which i: not i . u d until two years later. In order 
that th ubli ·and th xamiuino· orp. may have acce , to the drawing 
ffi · I re ·ommend an appropriation for printing copie. . The 
,·o · ·a, i n('d ·an b r -im b 1r ·ed, if the Com mi. ~ ion r be author-
mak . 'c l, f th m aud apply :o much of th proceeds th reof 
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as may be necessary. If he could sell copies of the patent and of 
the drawings at cheap rates to those who desire them, and place 
copies in the State ca,pitals and gTeat commercial centers, more complete 
information of the action of the bureau than is now furnished by the 
report would be promptly disseminated, and an annual expenditure of 
.$200,000 of the public money avoided. 
My immediate predecessor, in each of his annual reports, urged the 
repeal of all laws which authorized an appeal from the decision of the 
Commissioner of Patents on applications for letters patent and in inter-
ference cases. The reasons he presented are, in my opinion, clear and 
tutanswerable. It is, indeed, believed that it was the intention of Con-
gress to abolish such an appeal by the act of 1861. No mention is made 
of it in the provision for appeals, or in the new schedule of fees thereby 
established. It has, however, been held that prior acts which authorized 
such an appeal are still in force, and that the right thereto still exists. 
If their purpose was to secure uniformity in the administration of the 
patent laws, it ha,s signally failed. The appellants may select either of 
the four members of the supreme court of the District to hear and de-
termine the case, and from his decision no appeal lies to the court in 
bane. The Commissioner, in a paper addressed to me, represent::; that, 
as a natnTal consequence of the appeal and of the fee clainaed for acting 
upon it, the judges have, \vithout authorHy from Congress, assumed to 
extend their jurisdiction to his purely ministerial duties, and to interfere 
with his discharge of them. Decisions have been made on the proper 
date of letters pateut, the allowance of amendments, the issue of double 
patents to an inventor and his assignee, and on other questions of a like 
character. The practical working of this asserted supervisory control 
over the doings of the Commissioner has been, upon the whole, injuri-
ous. Consistency of decisions and of administration has not been 
attained. Controversies and litigation as to the extent of relative juris-
diction have arisen, and the usefulness of the office, in its attempts to 
protect the public against imposition, has been essentially impaired. 
PENSIONS. 
At the date of the last annual report the name of but one revolution-
ary soldier, Daniel F. Bakeman, remained on "the pension rolls. He has 
since died. 
Of the pensioned widows of soldiers in the re-volutionary war there 
survive : oue of those married prior to 1783, fifty-four of those married 
between 1783 a]l(.l 1794, thirty eight of those married between 1794 an<l 
1800, and seven hundred and ninety-five of those married since 1800-
eight hundred aud eighty-seven in all, and only one less than the pre-
ceding year. 
There are on the rolls the names of 1,298 widows and children of .sol-
tliers who served in the wars subsequent to the Revolution an<l pi'ior t,o 
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that of 1861, a decrease of five since the last annual report. The num-
ber of invalid pensioners who served in said wars is 2,350. 
During the past year there were examined and allowed 7,120 new 
applications for invalid pensions of soldiers, at an aggregate annual rate 
of $468,144 40; and 2,908 applications for increased pension of invalid 
soldiers, at an annual aggregate rate of $164,798 20. During the same 
period 15,695 original pensions to widows, orphans, and dependent 
relatives of soldiers were allowed, at an aggregate annual rate of 
$1,577,281 53; and 11,998 applications by the same class for increased 
pay were also admitted, at a total annual rate of $784,549 70. On the 
30th June, 1869, there were on the rolls 81,579 invalid military pension-
ers, whose yearly pensions amounted to $7,362,804 28; and103,546 
widows, orphans, and dependent relatives of soldiers, whose yearly pen-
sions amounted to $13,567,679 19-making the total aggregate of army 
pensioners 185,125, at a total annual rate of $20,930,483 47. The whole 
amount paid during the last fiscal year to invalid military pensioners 
was $9,383,714 48; to . widows, orphans, and dependent relatives, 
$18,609,153 56-a grand total of $27,992,868 04, which includes the 
expenses of the disbursing agencies. 
During the same year there were admitted 172 new applications for 
invaUd nav~pensions, at an annual rate of $16,239; 57 applications 
for increased pensions of the same class, at an annual aggregate of 
$2,606 50; 209 original applications of widows, orphans, and dependent 
relatives of those who died in the navy, at an aggregate rate of $27,510 
per annum; and 101 pensions of the same class were increased, at a 
total yearly rate of $4,728. On the 30th June, 1869, the rolls of the navy 
pensioners bore the names of 1,280 invalids, at an annual aggregate of 
$118,17110; and 1,558 widows, orphans, and dependent relatives, at an 
aggregate annual rate of $256,830. ·The amount paid during the last 
fiscal year to navy invalids was $125,640 51; and to widows, orphans, 
and dependent relatives of officers and seamen of the navy, $304,375 53-
a total amouu~ of $430,016 04. 
During the year there were added to the number of pensioners, of all 
classes, 23,196; there were dropped, from various causes, 4,87 6-lea ving 
on the rolL .June 30, 1860, 187,963. The total amount paid for pensions 
of all classe", including the expenses of tlisbursement, was $28,422,884 08, 
a Hum greater by 4,411,002 09 than that paid the previous year. 
There wer 1,650 bounty-land warrants issueo, for 260,040 acres. 
i · .timat d that, exclu. ive of the amount chargeable to the navy-
p n. ion fund, 30,000,000 will be required for the pen ion Rervice during 
th • n x fi · al y ar. 
lH\ . tio·ation. mad luring tl1e pa. t .·ummer have proven the com-
mi. :ion f YPr T num 1· u. fraud. in pr nrino· false te. timon;r, by means 
of vhic·b c· r ifirat .· of p n ion: hav been wrongfnlly obtained. Dili-
g •t ft'or i.· hc•in ,. n ad, bring h ofl'endrr. to ju. tice, but the mode 
o · app intinr,· aul r a 'in p n i nag nt · and medical examiner • hould 
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be changed, with a view to increasing their efficiency as aids to the office 
in protecting the government against fraudulent claims. 
The pension agents are now entitled to a percentage upon the amount 
of money disbursed by them. In my judgment this is the exact opposite 
of the true rule in such cases. The government may be benefited by 
paying collecting officers a percentage on their collections, since their 
vigilance is stimulated in that way; but to increase the officer's compen-
sation in the ratio of the amount disbursed, is to make it his interest to 
be blind to frauds which tend to increase the payment~ to be made by 
him, and his own consequent profit. I would recommend, therefore, that 
the salaries of the several pension agents be fixed at the amount actually 
paid them during the past fiscal year, and that the sliding scale, depend-
ent upon disbursements, be abolished. 
Under the present ~aws examining surgeons are appointed from the 
medical men resident in the various districts of the country. They 
examine the applicants for pension in their own neighborhood, such 
applicants paying the fee therefor, which is repaid to the applicant if the 
pension is finally granted. Under this rule the feelings of good neigh-
borhood, the disposition to favor a friend, and the desire to extend his own 
practice by increasing his popularity, all ttmpt the examiner to be lax, 
and there is conclusive evidence that such laxity has greatly and improp-
erly increased the pension-roll, and the consequent burdens of taxation. 
I therefore recommend that a sufficient number of medical officers be 
permanently attached to the Pension Office, to make the required exami-
nations of invalid pensioners as well as of applicants for invalid pensions, 
or an increase of rate, and that the fees now paid for such examinations 
be turned into a fund for paying proper salaries to such medical examinets. 
INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
The problems presented by our relations to the Indian tribes which 
still inhabit portions of the western States and Territories are every year 
making more imperative demands for a fixed general policy that shall 
give some reasonable probability of an early and satisfactory solution. 
The completion of one of the great lines of railway to the Pacific coast 
has totally changed the conditions under which the civilized population 
of the country come in contact with the wild tribes. Instead of a 
slowly advancing tide of migration, making its gradual inroads upon 
the. circumference of the great interior wilderness, the very center of the 
desert has been pierced. Every station upon the rail way has become 
a nucleus for a civilized settlement, and a base from which lines of 
exploration for both mineral and agricultural wealth are pushed in every 
direction. Daily trains are carrying thousands of our citizens and untold 
values of merchandise across the continent, and must be protected from 
the danger of having hostile tribes on either side of the route. The 
range of the buffalo is being rapidly restricted, and the chase is becom-
ing an uncertain reliance to the Indian for the sustenance of his family. 
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If he is in want he will rob, as white men do in the like circumstances, 
and robbery is but the beginning of war, in which savage barbarities 
and reta,ia~ions soon cause a cry of extermination to be raised along the 
whole frontier. 
It has long been the policy of the government to require of the tribes 
most nearly in contact with white settlements that they should fix their 
abode upon definite reservations and abandon the wandering life to 
which they had been accustomed. To encourage them in civilization, 
large expenditures have been made in furnishing them with the means 
of agriculture and with clothing adapted to their new mode of life. 
A new policy is not so much needed as an enlarged and more enlight-
ened application of the general principles of the old one. We are now 
in contact with all the aboriginal tribes within our borders, and can no 
longer assume that we may, even for a time, leave a large part of them 
out of the operation of our system. 
I understand this policy to look to two objects: First, the location of 
the Indians upon fixed reservations, . so that the pioneers and settlers 
may be freed from the terrors of wandering hostile tribes ; and second, 
an earnest effort at their civilization, so that they may themselves be 
elevated in the scale of humanity, and our obligation to them as fellow-
men be discharged. 
In carrying out this policy a great practical difficulty has arisen fi.'om 
the fact that in most instances a separate reservation was given to each 
tribe. These reservations have been surrounded and gradually invaded 
by the white settlers, and the Indians crowded out of their homes and 
forced to negotiate for a new settlement, because their presence, their 
habits, and their manners were distasteful to their new and more power-
ful neighbors. 
It is believed that the only remedy for this condition of things is to 
encourage the Indians to assemble upon larger reservations, where 
their numbers will be aggregated, and where the more civilized of them 
will influence the others in striving to progress in the arts of peace. 
Congress has already passed an act to enable the civilized Indians of 
the Indian Territory, properly so called, to form a general organization, 
with most of the elements of a territorial government; but the requisite 
appropriations of money have not been made to carry the plan into 
effect. I would earnestly recommend that no further delay be made in 
thi. matter. The as ociated tribes, of which the Cherokees have taken 
the lead, are those be. t fitted for a fuller experiment in self-govern-
ment. They are already familiar with most of the forms of executive, 
legi .. lathe, and judicial action in use among u. ·,and I believe them well 
pr pa1· •d to di .. pen .~e " ·ith the tutelage of om· agent:;;, if they may have a 
<h·lcgat of tl1eir own upon tll floor of the Ron ·e of Repro. entatiYes to 
.·1wak for th ·m. Both they and we m·p ~mffering for the Jack of such 
dir ' · r pr . ntation. The 'vhit tOJL ·titnencie~ which are ne~U'e. t to 
th •1 ar th on . fall th nation who .. e inter .ts are mo,'t in opposi-
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tion, and whose personal tendencies are most hostile to theirs. The 
representatives of such constituencies would be more than human if 
they were not influenced by this fact. Representation chosen by the 
tribes themselves, and responsible to themselves, is the only mode of 
making the country acquainted with their condition and with our obli-
gations to them. In such a territory the tribal organization would 
easily merge into the county, and the territorial legislature would not 
be very different from the grand councils at present in vogue among 
them. 
The Indians north of the Platte River are not yet prepared for a simi-
lar concentration; but the time cannot be far distant when two or three 
principal Indian territories may properly embrace all t:1e tribes east of 
the Rocky Mountains. Without such a system they will inevitably go 
through the old process of being first surrounded and then overwhelmed 
and destroyed by the white immigration. As they advance in intelli-
gence they will need no urging to adopt this plan, for they will see as 
plainly as we that the existence of their race depends upon it. 
The same policy of concentrating the tribes will apply to the country 
west of the Rocky Mountains, a.p.d will be equally necessary whenever 
and wherever the feuds existing among them can be so far settled that 
they can live together in peaceful neighborhood. Upon such permanent 
reservations farms should be allotted in severalty as soon as any dis-
position to agriculture is awakened, and every inducement offered to 
stimulate the desire for property of a fixed character. 
'fhe late peace commission negotiated treaties with all the principal 
tribes east of the Rocky Mountains, and were guided in their action by 
the general views stated above, which indeed may be said to have been 
accepted by all disinterested persons who have had any opportunity of 
examining the subject. The treaties were duly ratified, and so became 
the solemn contract between the United States and those tribes. It is 
deeply to be regretted that specific appropriations were not made to 
carry out strictly the terms of the treaties, for, although the general 
appropriation of two millions has been used as far as possil>le in the ful-
fillment of the obligations incurred, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs 
has been met at mTery step by distrust of the good faith of the govern-
ment, and all promises regarding the future have oeen doubtingly 
received and answered by the inquiry, what agreementeould be more 
binding than that made under the authority of Congress by so distin-
guished personages as the embassadors of the United States~ Every-
thing attending the peace commission was of a nature to excite the 
imaginat ionR of the Indians, and to impress them witu the belief that 
now, more than e'Ter before, we were thoroughly in earnest in our nego-
tiations. The diHappointmen tis proportionally great, and the compara-
tive quiet which ha~ bern n1aintained througl1out the year could only 
have been secul'rcl l>y greatly increased care and untiring effort on the 
part of the officers of the Indian Bnreau and of the army offieers who 
have co-operated with the greatest zeal in carrying out a peaceful ;olicy. 
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A savage is the last person with whom any doubt of our exact good 
faith should be allowed to remain. In dealing with him it seems quite 
essential that he should :find both our promises and our threats abso-
lutely certain, and so learn to invest the government with something of 
the divine attributes of justice and omnipotence. 
In the organization of the Indian Bureau itself, at the beginning of 
your administration, it was deemed advisable to depart from the usual 
mode of selecting and appointing the superintendents and agents. The 
tribes in N eb¥aska and Kansas, and some of those most recently vlaced 
upon reservations in the Indian territory, were placed under control of 
members of the Society of Friends; the others were given in charge of 
military officers, who were waiting orders under the laws for the reduc-
tion of the army. 
These sweeping ehanges were made because it was believed that the 
public opinion of the country demanded a radical re-o.rganization of this 
branch of the service. The selection of the officers of the army was 
made partly for economical reasons, as they were on pay though not on 
duty, and the salaries of many civil officers could thus be saved, and 
partly because it was believed they furnished a corps of public servants 
whose integrity and faithfulness could be relied upon, all(l in whom the 
public were prepared to have confidence. 
The Friends were appointed not because they were believed to have 
any monopoly of honesty or of good will toward the Indians, but 
because their selection would of itself be understood by the country to 
indicate the policy adopted, namely, the sincere cultivation of peaceful 
relations with the tribes, and the choice of agents who did not, for per-
sonal profit, seek the service, but were sought for it because they were 
at least deemed fit for its duties. The two yearly meetings of "Friends" 
were asked to select men in whom they bad confidence, and who might 
become a.t ~mce the business agents of the government and zealous mis-
sionaries of civilization . The persons so selected were appointed by you 
0:5 and with the advice and consent of the Senate, and although it was 
somewhat late in the season when they were sent to their posts, enough 
has been seen of their labors to make it certain that the mode of selec-
tion was not a mi ·take. It is due to these societies to say that they 
have at their own co._ t sent officers of their own body to inspect the work 
of the agent a far as it aimed at the civilization and instruction of the 
Iudian.·. The moral • upport and encouragement thus given to the 
ag nt mn.·t be valuable. 
In a ·conlan ·e 'vith the arne general plan of bri11ging moral influences 
to b ar up n the condu ·t of Indian affair ~ tl1e pre 'ent Congress author-
iz d . ·on to appoint a commi.',·iou of philanthropic citizens, to serve 
without pa,- in ,'u ·h .·up ~ryi,'Ol'.Y and vi itm·ial duty as might be a igued 
to th •m. ~ o difli ·ultJ· wa. · fouud iu ,· en ring the ervices of men of the 
hio·h ~.· ·hara · ·r au kn wn lwu vol n · . B;y an executive order 
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they were authorized to inspect all the accounts and records of the 
Bureau, to be present at the purchases of Indian goods and advise 
as to the conduct of (he same, and to visit and inspect the tribes in 
their reservations and examine the business of all the agencies. The 
officers of the department were also directed to give respectful heed to 
the suggestions and reports of the commission. No direct responsibil-
ity, either pecuniary or administrative, was put upon this commission, 
because it was believed that their usefulness would not be increased 
thereby. They now constitute an entirely disinterested body of intelli-
gent advisers, with full power to throw the light of the most searching 
scrutiny upon the conduct of our relations with the Indians, and to give 
the public, through their reports, the most reliable knowledge of the 
condition and progress of the several tribes. It is believed, also, that 
their efforts cannot fail to stimulate the public conscience, and to give 
greater unity and vigor to the voluntary efforts made throughout the 
country in the cause of Indian civilization-a result desirable in itself, 
and certain to make easier and more satisfactory the duties of the offi-
cers of the bureau. ' 
The administrative efforts of the department in this regard have there-
fore been directed, :first, to the substitution of new officers in the agen-
cies, selected by a new rule, and one which it was believed would inspire 
public confidence; and second, to organize a reliable mode of visitation 
and supervision, which would give the purifying influence of the most 
public scrutiny, and the great advantage of intelligent and philan-
thropic advice as to the affairs of tribes of fellow men who have no 
more direct representation, or more satisfactory wa,y of making their 
condition and wants known to the country. 
The experience of the last summer, imperfect as it has necessarily 
been, warrants confidence in the system adopted. The report of the 
Commissioner, with the reports of the inspecting committees and other 
documents appended, shows that the general condition of" the tribes 
is much more peaceful than we had ·reason to expect. No general 
or formidable hostilities have broken out, and it is believed that the 
influence of nearly all the older and more experienced chiefs has 
been in favor of peace and of friendly appeals to us to carry out our 
treaties with them. Small bands of several tribes have been guilty of 
pillage and murder, and have been severely and justly punished by the 
troops; but even these collisions have not disturbed the quiet of the 
greater portion of the Indian country. 
OFFICE OF EDUC.A.'l'ION. 
At the last Ression of Congress the organization of the department of 
education wa o reduced as essentially to change its charaGter. 
Tbe Oommi ioner has devoted his time and attention-
1st. To giving such advice, information, and assistance as may be spe-
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cifically called for by State officers of education, or local trustees or 
instructors of common schools, throughout the country. 
2d. To preparing and transmitting circulars aud memoirs which con-
tain such matter as he regards best adapted to improYe and perfect the 
common-school education of the country; and 
3d. To personally visiting schools, con-ventions, &c., for the purpose 
of interchanging ·views with professional teachers, and acquiring or im-
parting knowledge respecting the progress of education and its methods. 
The report for the present year will be found to contain elaborate com-
parisons and analyses of the public educational systems of Europe, the 
courses of instruction, the organization and discipline of the various 
schools,_ and, besides the briefer circulars on important educational topics, 
which have been issued during the year, a history of the schools of the 
District of Columbia, and of the general work of the bureau itself. 
The encouragement of education among the freedmen of the southern 
States, which has heretofore formed a very important part of the labor 
of the "Freedmen's Bureau," is necessarily very closely allied to the 
general scope of the duties devolving upon tbe Commissioner of Educa-
tion. I would respectfully suggest the propriety of uniting the who~e 
in this office, with suitable powers and prmisions for fostering edu-
cation and increasing intelligence among the recently enfranchised 
people. It would seem that, in regard to them, the efforts of the 
Commissioner may be of the utmost service, by placing at their dis-
posal and bringing to their attention the methods of instruction which 
experience has developed in the most enlightened portions of the world, 
and thus saving them from the slow and painful process of learning by 
their experience alone. The whole country has so great a stake in the 
progress of those who have recently emerged from slavery, and in their 
.proYing fit to wield the great political power now held by them, that no 
rational effort should be spa.red to hasten their enlightenment and give 
them acce s to the most approved means of intellectual progress. 
CENSUS. 
The twenty-third section of an act entitled" An act providing for the 
taking of the :-;eventh and subsequent censuses of the United States, and 
to fix the number of the members of the House of Representatives, and 
provide for their future apportionment among the several States," ap-
proved .... fay 23, 1850, prescribe "that if no other law be passed pro-
Yidino- for th taking of the eighth or any . ub equent census of the 
nit •d ~ tate:-;, on or before the fir. t day of Jan nary of any year when, 
l)y tlt on.' titution of the United StateH, any further enumeration of th 
inhabitant.' th reof is r quirfld to be taken, such census shalJ , in all 
hin fY.' he tc ken and ·ompletrd aeeording to the provisions of this act." 
Th ·on:titution< l proyi:ion dir c·t. · the llC. t enumeration to be made 
lnrincr tlw c·oming v ar c nd 0 Iwre.· .·, jn xe ·uting it, will provi<le other 
rn ·th d. if th . pr : ·ri y . ·i. ting l cri lation are deemed inade-
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quate. I forbear making any specific recommendation on the subject, as 
a committee, appointed by the Rouse of Representatives at its last ses-
sion, to take into consideration such measures as might be deemed proper 
in reference to the census, and to prepare a plan, have been actively 
engaged in prosecuting their inquiries, and will, I am informed, be ready 
to report at the commencement of the approaching session. A great 
amount of preliminary labor is required in maturing and arranging the 
details of a work of such extent and variety, and in preparing and dis-
tributing blanks and instructions. The obvious impossibility of com-
mencing it until the manner of taking the census shall have been 
determined, offers a conclusive reason for the early decision of Congress. 
Payment has been withheld from a large number of assistant mar-
shals,, who rendered services in taking the eighth census in those sec-
tions of the country which were subsequently in rebellion. The origi-
nal appropriations for that census were long since exhausted, and those 
of a later date do not extend-to these cases. I recommend that provi-
sion be made for all just claims of this description, subject, however, to 
the joint resolution of March 2, 1867, which prohibits the payment of 
any account or demand against the United States to a person who, dur-
ing the rebellion, was not known to be opposed thereto, and in favor of 
its suppression. 
JUDICIARY. 
The following statement shows the amount adYanced during the fis-
cal year ending June 30, 1869, to marshals of the United States for 
defraying the expenses of the courts of the United States, including the 
fees of marshals, jurors, and witnesses, the maintenance of prisoners, 
and contingencies: 
Alabama, southern district ........ _ ... __ ..... __ ._ .... . 
Arkansas, eastern district .................... __ ... _ .. . 
Arkansa.s, western district ............ ~ ............ _ .. . 
. California .............................. _ . .- ..... _ .... . 
Connecticut ...... - . . . . . . .. . ................. _ ....... . 
Dela'ivare .... · ............................... · ........ . 
District of Columbia .................. _ ...... _ ...... _. 
Florida, northern district ................... _ . _ ..... _ .. 
Florida, southern district ...................... ___ .... . 
Georgia ...... _. __ .. _ .... _ .. _ ....................... . 
Illinois, northern district. _ ................... __ ..... _ . 
Illinois, ·onthern district. _ ..... _ ....... _ .......... _ . _ . 
Indiana ....... _ .. _ ................. __ ... _ .... __ ... _ .. 
Iowa ....................................... _ ... _ ... . 
Kansa ................ .' . _ .... _ ........ . .. .. .. _ . _ ... . 
Kentucky ....................... _ ..... ___ ... ___ . ____ _ 
Louisiana .... . ...... . ........................ _ .... _. _ 
Maine .............................................. . 
$2,000 00. 
14,103 00 
40,047 70 
26,637 00 
3,207 00 
2,415 00 
131,254 39 
15,915 00 
600 00 
31,004 75 
38,570 75 
28,170 93 
17,231 00 
36,883 00 
33,327 00 
82,420 00 
34,118 00 
15,912 00 
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Maryland .........•............................... - .. 
Massachusetts ................................... - .. - -
Michigan, eastern district ........................... .. 
Michigan~ western district ............................ . 
Minnesota ................... - . . . . . . . ....... - .. - . - - - -
Mississippi, northern district ......................... . 
Mississippi, southern district ......................... . 
Missouri, eastern district ............................. . 
Missouri, western district ................... ~ ......... . 
Nebraska................ . ......................... . 
Nevada ...................... ----------·-············· 
New Hampshire ..................................... . 
New Jersey ......................................... . 
New York, northern district .......................... . 
New York, southern district .......................... . 
New York, eastern district ............................ . 
North Carolina .................... . ................. . 
Ohio, northern district ................. _ ............. . 
Ohio, southern district ............................... . 
Oregon ..................... , ............... _ ....... . 
Pennsylvania, eastern district ......................... . 
Pennsylvania, western district ........................ . 
Rhode Island . .............. ~ ......................... . 
South Carolina ...................................... . 
Tennessee, eastern district ............................ . 
Tennessee, middle district ................. · ........... . 
Tennessee, western district ........................... . 
Texas, eastern district ............................... . 
- Texas, western district ...................... _ ........ . 
Vermont ...................... _ .... _ ................ . 
Virginia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........................... . 
West Virginia ....................................... . 
Wisconsin .................. _ ....................... . 
Colorado. . . . . . ...................................... . 
Dakota ....................................... _. _ ... . 
Idaho ............................................... . 
Montana . . ................................ .. ......... . 
e"~ M xi co ............ _ ................ .. ............ . 
Wa hington ........................................ . 
~oming ........................................... . 
Total .......... _ . . .. ........ .............. .... . 
$25,384: 90 
52,785 00 
39,4:4:6 60 
17,975 00 
18,255 00 
7,009 00 
10,051 00 
66,211 00 
10,490 92 
37,500 00 
7,382 00 
3,979 00 
22,255 66 
87,171 28 
70,338 39 
11,851 00 
37,270 00 
29,670 00 
60,690 20 
14,197 00 
35,772 00 
49,032 60 
6,34:8 00 
39,190 00 
9,500 00 
16,600 00 
14,925 00 
26,650 00 
10,483 00 
9,500 00 
25,000 00 
26,347 41 
17,372 17 
30,970 00 
23,554: 35 
6,04:6 00 
17,000 00 
25,794 50 
21,563 00 
4,324 00 
1,599, 701 50 
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to United States commissioners, eighty-seven thousand seven hundred 
and ninety-five dollars and :fifty-five cents, ($87, 795 55;) to clerks of the 
courts of the United States, seventy-nine thousand five hundred and 
sixty-eight dollars and two cents, ($79, 568 02 ;) and for miscellaneous 
expenditures, including rent of court rooms, one hundred and nine 
thousand seven hundred and three dollars and ninety-three cents, 
($109, 703 93 ;) making in the aggregate two million seventy-five thou-
sand eight hundred and ninety-two dollars and eighty-nine cents, 
($2, 075,892 89,) being two hundred and eighty-six thousand seven 
hundred and fifteen dollars and thirteen cents ($286, 715 13) in excess of 
the expenditure during the preceding year. In addition to the esti-
mated receipts from fines, penalties, and forfeitures, one million two 
hundred thousand dollars ($1,200,000) will be required for this service 
during the next fiscal year. This sum is less by three hundred thousand 
dollars ($300, 000) than that appropriated for the present year. 
The government has erected or purchased buildings in several of the 
districts, and appropriated them, in whole or in part, to judicial uses. 
This wise and Fberal provision has not been made in many places where 
there is a large and increasing amount of litigation. The department, 
in such cases, has been compelled to lease private property on the best 
terms that could be obtained. It very rarely affords suitable apart-
ments for court or jury rooms, or the other requisite accommodations. 
My predecessors have expressed the opinion, in which I fully concur, 
that the federal courts should be held in fire-proof buildings, specially 
constructed for the purpose by the United States, combining every con-
venience for promptly transacting business, with the utmost security for 
the preservation of the records and files. In some of the districts, courts 
. are required to sit in more places than the necessities of the service 
demand. This arrangement causes considerable expense, without any 
corresponding benefit to the litigating parties or the public. 
RAILWAYS AND WAGON ROADS. 
The Union Pacific Railroad Company, during the last fiscal year, com-
pleted 165 18080 miles of railroad and telegraph, terminating a Promon-
tory Summit. The distance therefrom to Omaha is 1,085 1~0 miles. 
The joint resolution of lOth April, 1869, provides: "That the common 
terminus of the Union Pacific and the Central Pacific railroads shall be 
at or near Ogden; and the Union Pacific Railroad Company shall build, 
and the Central Pacific Ra.ilroad Company pay for and own, the railroad 
from the terminus aforesaid to Promontory Summit, at which point the 
rails shall meet and connect and form one continuous line." 
The connection was formed on the lOth of May last. This department 
has not, however, been advised of any agreement by the companies 
respecting the location of their " common terminus." 
The company report that, since the connection, trains have been run 
with a regularity not surpassed on the oldest roads in the country, and 
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that an adequate force has been constantly engaged in making such im-
provements as would render ,their road in all respects equal to the stand:.. 
ard prescribed. They furnish the following statement : Amount of 
stock subscribed, $24, 777',300; actually paid in, $24,762,300; received 
from passengers from 1st July, 1868, to 30th June, 1869, $2,453,672 45; 
from freight, $4,423,463 39, and from telegraph, &c., $465,135 32. The 
average number of miles of road operated during the year was 854 ~ ~ ; 
the gross earnings were $7,342,271 16; and the operating expenses 
$5,894,.268 63; leaving as net earnings $1,448,002 53. The entire cost 
of the road to 30th June, 1869, not including unadjusted balances with 
engineers and contractors, was $92,7 48,762 14, and the inde~tedness of 
the company at that date, $67,986,462 14. 
On the 14th August last, the commissioners appointed under the 
joint resolution approved lOth April, 1869, were instructed to examine 
the roads built by this and the Central Pacific Railroad Company, of 
California, · and to report touching their location, construction, and 
equipment, and . the sums, if any, that would be required to co:q1p~ete 
each of them for its entire length as a first-class railroad, in compliance 
with the requirements of Congress. 
The commissioners have submitted their report. They are of opinion 
that there are no material errors in the general location of this road, but 
that the deviations from the accepted line at Promontory and Uintah 
Mountains should be corrected, and the bridge line at Omaha built so 
as to avoid the present heavy grade. The road-bed, the larger part of 
the way, is of proper width, though there are some places where the 
embankments should be widened. The bridges, culverts, and trestles 
are generaUy- good structures. Some of the former should be strength-
ened and some of the latter filled up. The track is generally very good. 
The cottonwood cross-ties should be replaced by others of more durable 
material. The sidings are ample, amounting to fully nine per cent. of 
the length of the line. The road needs ballasting between Promontory 
and Ogden, and in the Platte valley. A machine shop at the junction 
of the two roads, and engine houses at three points, will be required. 
Freight car are in excess of the wants of the road. The estimate for 
supplying deficiencies between Promontory and Ogden is $206,000, and 
between the latter place and Omaha, $1,380,100, making an aggregate 
of $1,586,100. The company have on hand a surplus of material and 
, upplie amounting to about 1,800,000 in value. 
While the location of the Central Pacific railroad is, in several places, 
op n to cri ici. m, there are no error the immediate correction of which, 
in th opinion of the commi ioner , hould be r quired by the govern-
m nt. a £ \Y point the n bankment · n ed widening. There are 
fift n tunn l. on th roa l, an tho which requil:e it are arched with 
w <1. ' h(:> hri 1 . and tr , tl : c r in th ame condition a those on 
h h ~r roa . In a di anc f forty mil there are thirty-two miles 
f '11 w- h 1 ·. Th tra ·k i. w ll adapt d t high rat of peed. Some 
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additional ballasting is require<l. The sidings are about five per cent. 
of the length of the road. T.he machine shops are considered sufficient, 
except at the junction of the two roads. Additional engine houses are 
needed. The equipment is in excess of the wants of the road. 
The commissioners estimate the sum required to supply deficiencies at 
$576,650, and the value of the si1rplus material at more than $1,000,000 . 
. The original act required the completion of a continuous line of rail-
way from the Missouri River to the navigable waters of the Sacramento 
"by the 1st day of July, 1876." The energy \vith which the work was 
prosecuted has been crowned with signal and unexpected success, as this 
great national thoroughfare was in use more than se\~en years before , 
that date. It is not surprising, in view of the unprecedented rapidity 
with which it was constructed, that deficiencies, most of which are inci-
dent to all new roads, should have existed. Each successive report of 
the special commissioners who were from time to time appointed, shows 
that these deficiencies have been gradually and in a very great degree 
supplied. The aggregate material and equipment on hand exceed by 
$637,250 the amount necessary to make the whole line conform in every 
respect to the demands of the law [Lnd the just expectations of the coun-
try. Under the circumstances, I bad the honor to recommend the accept-
ance of the last sections. No patents have been issued to the first com-
pany, and the subsidy of $1,670,400, on account of the fifty-two and one-
fifth miles of road which were last constructe~, bas been withheld. The 
other company have reeeived patents covering only 144,386 1~0 aeres. 
It will thus be perceived that the government bas ample means to sec.ure 
from the companies the faithful performance of their respective engage-
Inents. 
Three hundred and three-tenths mileR of the Central Pacific railroad 
of California have been constructed since the date of the last ,aunual 
report of this department. The distance frorn Promontory Summit to 
Sacramento is six hundred and ninety and three-tenths miles. 1'he Pres-
ident of the Company has not submitted a report, as required by law. 
Stock of the Kansas Pacific Railway Company, to ' the amount of 
$3,072,500, has been subscribed and paid in. The receipts for transport-
ation of passengers and freight from 1st September, 1868, to 31st August, 
1860, were $2,141,198 47, and the net earnings $946,035 11. The cost 
of construction, surveys, right of way, and of real estate purchased, to 
tl1e latter date, was $23,705,757 43, anq. the then indebtedness of the 
company $18,263,504 58. Including the Leavenworth branch, four huu-
dred and thirt)7-eight miles of road luwe been constructed, and it iBex-
pected that the line to Denver will be finished and in successful opera-
tion during next summer. 
Stock of the Central Branch Union Pacific Railroad Company to tbe 
amount of $1,000,000 has been subscribed, and $980,600 paid. TllC 
receipts for tran ·portatiou of passengers and freight from 1st .Auo-ust · 
• 6 ' 1868, to 1st August, 1860, were $109,064 31. The actual cost of the 
II- I 
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road, fixtures, rolling stock, &c., is $3,723,700; and the indebtedness of 
the company for borrowed money, railroad iron; and freights, $98,8:34 29. 
The Sioux City and Pacific railroad bas been completed and accepted. 
Its length is one hundred and one and twenty-seven hundredths miles. 
The amount of capital stock of the company subscribed is $4,271,000, of 
which $1,677,900 has been paid. ·The receipts from the transportatio1_1 
of pa.ssenge.rs and freight from 1st October, 1868, to 30th September, 
1869, wer.e $233,724 25, and the operating expenses $ 151,920 25. The 
cost of the construction and equipment of the road is $4,236,503 49,·and 
the indebtedness $4,934,220. 
The amount of stock of the Western Pacific Railroad Company sn b-
scribed, all of which has actually been paid in, is $881,100. During the 
year ending 30th J'une, 1869, the receipts from passengers and freight 
were $6,173 37, and the running expenses $260 87. The indebtedness 
at that date, unsettled accounts with contractors not included, was 
$851,000. Since the last annual report of the department eighty-three 
miles of their road have been built and accepted. 
The foregoing statement of the b~siness and financial condition of the 
companies has been compiled from the reports which they respectivel.Y 
filed in this department pursuant to the act of 25th J nne, 1868. Neither 
the Northern Pacific, the Atlantic and Pacific, nor the Southern Pacific 
Railroad Company have complied with the act, and I am Tiot officially 
advised of their doings. . Certain public lands were withdrawn on 
account of the latter company. As they were not, in the opinion of my 
immediate predecessor, situate on the authorized route of the road, he 
iss1ied an order for their restoration to market. He subsequently allowed 
a temporary suspension of that ·part of the order which related to the 
sections lying south of San Jose, as the company desired time to produce 
proofs and arguments. After fully considering them I had no doubt 
that the order was obviously just and right, and on the 2d instant I 
directed it to be carried into effect. 
Pur uant to the authority conferred by the act of 3d March, 1869, the 
Kan ·as Pacific Railroad Company entered into a contract with the Den-
ver and Pacific Railway and Telegraph Company for the construction, 
operation, and maintenance by the latter of that part of the road of the 
former company which extends from DmlYer to Cheyenne. A copy of· 
the contract and a map of the route between those points ha,ye been 
filec1 in thi department, and the granted lands withdrawn from market. 
On thou. and dollan; appropriated by an act of 3d March, 1869, ha Ye 
b n .'pended in completing tlte bridge oYer the Dakota River, and in. 
loC'ating aud. urv ying the wagon road between it and the Vermilion. 
{iv<'I'. Tb '1' i a hal an· of· '43 5 of the appropriation for the bricl~e 
~ <·ro.: thE' Big •'ion.' River and forth ''"'ao·on road between Sioux City 
allC1 tl1 mon b f th J3ig ('hey nne h ,. r. No further work has l> eu 
· lmt 011 th ·road from ... ir~inia 'ity, ~fontana, to I.1ewiston, Idaho. It 
wa · >JH'11''11 ~ r p :1 ·k train. in . G7, and in th or inion of the . uperin-
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tendent, nothing more was required, or could be done for a large portion 
of the way. Tllt}re is an unexpended balance of $8,025 24 applicable 
to tllat improvement. Operations on the road from the mouth of the 
Big Cheyenne to a point on the Niobrara road were suspended in 1867, 
and have not been resumed. It crosses the reservation set apart for the 
different bands of Sioux Indians, under the treaty concluded by them 
with the United States, at Fort Laramie, and proclaimed on the 24th 
day of February last. The balance of the appropriation on band is 
$5,687 70. 
PUBLIC DOCUMENTS. 
The laws providing for the distribution of the statutes and other pub-
lications have, as far as practicable, been executed. Public documents 
from the commencement of the thirt,y-sixth to the fortieth Congress, inclu-
sive, a copy of "American Archives," ''Annals of Congress," and 
"American State Papers, second seri(_•s," all carefully boxed, will be sent 
to the several territorial governments which have not heretofore received 
them, on their signif:Ving a willingness to incur the cost of transporta-
tion. Congressional documents are also held to supply one public 
library, or an incorporated institution, in each congressional district of 
the States lately in rebellion. 
ln conformity with an act of Congress of March 3, 1869, about thirty-
one thousand volumes have been collected from executive qepartments 
and public offices, and deposited in this building. There is a very large 
accumulation of broken sets of documents, and authority should be given 
to sell, exchange, or distribute such odd volunies as are not needed to 
supply deficiencies in the Library of Congress, or in that of either of tile 
executive departments. 
I recommenll a repeal of so much of the laws as provide for insert-
ing in the "Biennial Hegister or Blue Book" a list of the several post 
offices, postmasters, mail contractor·s, clerks in post offices, mail route 
messeng·ers, letter-carriers, &c., &c., in the several States and Territories. 
The last number of the register has eight hundred and seventy-seven 
pages, of which five hundred and forty-four are appropriated to the 
postal service. The Post Office Department issues biennially a work 
containing an alphabetical list of the offices, with the names of the post-
masters annexed, the offices arranged by counties and States, tables of 
distances, rates of postage, and otller valuable information. . Duplicat-
ing the same matter in a separate publication is worse than useless. 
1'he names of the officers of that department on duty in Washington 
might be retained in t.he r Jgister, anu the remainuer of the postal sta-
tistics excluded. 
CAPITOL. 
The architect reports various changes, repairs, and improvements in 
the Capitol extenl::lion duriug the past year. Many of the rooms and 
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passages have been painted, and the Senate post office room has been re-
arranged. ]-,our pictures in fresco have been added to.the c~iling of the 
Senate retiring room, the granite steps reset, and the cleaning and point-
ing of the marble continued. 
The repairs of the wings and heating apparatus were formerly ordered 
py the· officers of the two houses, and paid for by specific appropriations. 
An act of the 3d of March last, provides that all improvements, addi-
tions, and repairs of the Capitol shall be made by the direction and 
nuder the sup·ervision of the arQhitect, and be paid for out of the appro-
priation for the Capitol extension. The estimate for next year in-
cludes the probable cost of such repairs, and that of flagging the upper 
terraces . with Seneca stone, and surround~ng their outer edge with a 
broad granite coping. New sky-lights have been placed over the lanterns 
in the central building. The inner sash over the old hall of the House 
of Representatives has been removed, and the interior of the lantern 
refitted· and supplied with a row of gas-burners, which are lighted by 
the battery of the do~e. Six committee rooms have ' been :fitted up, 
and the books and documents which were stored in most of them de-
posited in the c~llar story, into which heated air· has been introduced. 
Steam radiators have also been placed in the central passages near the 
western doors, and the furnaces taken from the crypt. The architect 
recommends that, next season, steam coils .be substituted for the old 
and worn hot-air furnaces, as at once more pleasant and economical. 
A room connected with the office of the Secretary of the Senate has 
been fitted up, pursuant to the provision of the Senate resolution of 19th 
April last, and other rooms shelved, to receive duplicate documents. 
Much of the exterior of the central building has been painted. Several 
coats were necessary to prevent the disintegration of the cornice and 
balustrade which are exposed to the weather; the necessary repairs ha'e 
been done on the new dome, and two men constantly employed in keep-
ing the interior in proper order for visitors. 
The buildings not necessary for the work in progress, have, with the 
exception of the fire-engine house, been removed from the uninclosed 
grounds adjoining. the Capitol. Early measures should be taken to de-
termine the extent of these grounds, to embellish them, and to lay out 
and impro\e the surrounding streets. If the ea.stern front of the cen-
tral portion of the a.pitol is not to be extended, the space in front of it 
·hould be paved, and the sidewalks flagged. 
Th portico and railing of the north front of this department hav~ 
b n ·ornpleted, and the contignou side-walk suitably flagged. G treet, 
fr·or ' nth to Ninth ·tre t, ha · not be n paved. The owners of the 
T • t r p 1tion of th proper yon the north side of it express a prefer-
n<· f r a w o 1 ~n pa m 'nt, and I d em i better suited than any other to 
( hor 11 rhfar 1 OH1 ring u n pn li' offi . . Seven thousand. dollars 
iu a 11i i n h fnnl n hand, (· 1,775 60,) will be required to meet 
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so much of the expense of this improvement as will be ch}lrgeable on 
the United States. 
The improvements of the eastern portion of the City Hall, authorized 
by Congress, 20th July, 1868, have been completed. An appropriation 
of $1,000 is necessary for general repairs and the purchase of hot-air 
furnaces for the court-room. There is an unexpended balance of 
$300 53. 
The appropriations asked for make an aggregate of $112,000, viz: 
Capitol extension, $75,000; Capitol repairs, $10,000; new dome, $4,000; 
filling and grading Capitol grounds, $15,000; paving G street from Sev-
enth to Ninth, $7,000; and City Hall, $1,000. · 
BENEVOLENT INSTITUTIONS. 
The whole number of patients iu the Government Hospital for the 
Insane, during the year ending J nne 30, 1869, was 495; a number 
greater by 63 than were treated during the previous year; 252 were 
from the army and navy; 46 were pay patients; 33 died; 72 were dis-
charged as recovered, 12 as improved, and 9 as unimproved; leaving 
under treatment at that date 369, a number exceeding by 40 that remain-
ing at the same date of the preceding year. Two thousand six hun-
dred and twenty-nine persons, of .whom 1,243 were native born, have 
been treated at the institution since it was opened. l'he estimate for 
the support of the institutiou is $90,500. That snm was appropriated 
for the purpose during the current year. The superintendent recom-
mends the erection of an additional building, and the completion of the 
wall inclosing the origimtl grounds;· but, after a full consideration of 
the subject, I have not felt at liberty to submit an estimate to cover 
the expense of the~e improyements. 
During .the last fiscal year there were treated by the officers of the 
Columbia Hospital for Women and Lying-in Asylum seven hundred and 
thirty-nine women, of whom thirty-three were pay patients. Six hun-
dred and forty-nine were restored to health, twenty relieved, two sent 
·to the Insane Asylum, twelve died, and fifty-six remained under treat-
ment. The following are the estimates for the next fiscal year: For sub- ' 
sistence, medicine, salaries, fuel, light, and bedding, $15,000; for rent and 
furniture, $3,000: making an aggregate of $18,000. They are the same 
in amount as those submitted for the current year. The appropriation, 
however, was but $10,000, being less by $5,000 than that for the year 
preceding it. The directors renew their request for the sum of $60,000 
for the purchase of a site and the erection of bnil<lings. .An appropria-
tion for this purpose was recommended in the two last annual reports of 
the department, proYided that the title of the property, when acquired, 
be vested in the United States. The expediency of acceding to there-
quest is submitted for consideration. I avail myself of this oppm·tunity 
to express the earne t de. ire that the claims of this excellent and well-
conducted in titution upon the bounty of Congress will be cheerfully 
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recognized, and such aid extended as will secure its permanent success 
and enable it to bestow more largely its benefactions . 
. During the last fiscal year thirteen pupils were admitte.d into the Co-
lumbia Institution for the Deaf and Dumb. The number of those now 
receiving instruction is eighty-two, of whom sixteen are supported by 
the State of Maryland, three by the city of Baltimore, and eight by their 
friends; fifty-five are beneficiaries of the United States, of whom twenty-
five from the States or Territories are students in the col~egiate depart-
ment. Congress originally provided only for the support and education 
of indigent deaf mutes who resided in this District, or were the children 
of persons actually in our military or naval service. Subsequent legis-
lation extended, free of charge, the privileges of the collegiate depart-
ment to this class of sufferers in the States or Territories. The number 
is limited to twenty-five, and the directors recommend that it be increased 
to forty. The appropriation for the maintenance and tuition of pupils 
during the current year is $45,000, being $13,500 in excess of the esti-
mates therefor. During the last fiscal year the disbursements for the 
support of the institution were $48,?48 22, exceeding the receipts by 
$4,201 4 7 ; and at its close there remained of the appropriations for the 
· erection of buildings and the improvement of the grounds the sum of 
$5,224 70. The directors have furuished the following estimates for the 
year ending 30th of June, 1871: For the support of the institution, includ-
ing salaries, incidental expenses, and the maintenance of the beneficiaries 
of the United States, $;1:0,775; for the completion of the main central 
building, $94,087; for improvement of the grounds, $5,000-makiug an 
aggregate of $139,862 ; being $94,862 in exeess of the appropriation 
for the current year. The contracts for building, however, were made 
under the authority of pre-existing law, and every reason is in favor of 
the speedy completion of the work, t-o that t,he institution may enjoy 
its use. The experiment of giYiug to deaf mutes more extended in-
struction than they had previously enjoyed has been eminently suc-
cessful~ and proves that there is no obstacle to their acquiring a full 
Gollegiate and scientific education which may not be overcome. A new 
scope is thus offered to their activity, and fields of employment and 
ambition opened to them from which they haYe heretofore appeared to 
be barred. It may be proper to note the fact that one of the recent 
graduate of this in. titution i now doing acceptable work as a second 
a · i tant examiner in the Patent Office. 
JAIL AND HOUSE OF CORRECTION. 
custody of the 
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Provision was made for a new jail. The site therefor, originally 
adopted, was disapproved. Pursuant to the directions of a joint reso-
lution of l\farch 2, 1867, a new site known as reservation No. 17, was 
selected and measures taken for the erection of the building. Congress, 
at the following session ordered the work to be suspended for a specific 
period. My immediate predecess01~ in his last annual report, stated his 
1~easons for not resuming the work, and hoped that Congress would take 
I 
prompt and decisive action in regard to it. There was no additional 
legislation, and I have declined to proceed until after the attention of 
Congress should have been ·called to the su'Qject~ 
Statutory provision has for several years existed, authorizing the 
establishing of a reform farm and school for youthful criminals or incor-
rigible boys within the District of Columbia. A temporary bnilding 
has been erected, but no school bas, until within a very brief period, been 
opened. The present board of trustees are desirous of making the in-
stitution adequate to the necessities of the District, and of organizing 
it upon the plan known as the family plan, which has produced very 
gratifying results in sever~l of the States and in some parts of Europe. 
A careful examination of the work of the principal institutions of this 
kind will show that no means for the protection of the public from 
crimes is so efficient as the enforced education of the young offender. 
The ordinary modes of punishment generally return a more hardened 
criminal to the community, on the expiration of the sentence. No part 
ot our correctional system has stronger claims, or confers greater benefits, 
upon society, than the reform school. I most cordially recommend such 
appropriations as may enable the trustees to receive all the youths of 
the District who may be convicted of offenses, or sent to the school by 
the proper judicial action, and to give them instruction in agriculture, 
horticulture~ and mechanical trades, as well as the ordinary moral and 
intellectual training. 
METROPOLITAN POLICE. 
The members .of the Metropolitan Police force active1y and efficiently 
performed their duties during the past year. 17,296 arrests we.re made, 
3,146 of which were females; 10,247 of those arrested were unn~arrie<l, 
and 7,178 could neither read nor write; 6,712 were dismissed, 33 turned 
over to the military, and 865 committed to j ail; 308 gave bail for their 
appearance at court, 1,644 were. sent to the workhouse, and 557 required 
to enter into bonds to keep the peace. Minor punishments were inflicted 
in 596 cases. In 6,581 cases fines were assessed amounting to $27,481 30; 
4,019 destitute persons were furnished with temporary lodgings; 170 
lost chHdren were re tored to their hom.es; aud 236 sick and disabled 
persons were a · isted and taken to the hospital. Of the number anested, 
11,255 were charged with offenses committed upon the person, ancl6,041 
with offenses again. t J.>l'operty. The detective force made 487 arrests, 
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recovered lost or stolen property to the amount of ·$12,4-63 18, and ren-
dered other valuable services. 
Attention is invited to the expediency of providing a central office or 
headquarters for the use of the board and members of the Metropolitan 
Police force. There is an unexpended balance of about $23,000 of past 
appropriations for expenses which might be used in the erection of such 
a building, should. Congress sanction the pr-oject and provide a suitable _ 
site. 
There is an urgent necessity for a court in this city for the summary 
trial of minor offenses. I fully concur in the views presented on t.bis 
subject in the last annual report of the depa.rtment, and deem further 
comment entirely superfluous. 
TERRITORIAL PENITENTIARIES. 
Proposals have been issued and eontracts made for the erection of one 
wing of the penitentiary in each of the Territories of Colorado and Idaho. 
More could not be undertaken on account of the limited amount of funds 
at my disposal, and the exorbitant price of labor and materials. The 
portions which are now constructing will, it is believed, amply suffice for 
present wants, and furnish convenient and secure prisons. Should a 
larger number of cells be hereafter required, Congress can provide them 
by adding the center buildings, and, if necessary, the other wings, in 
accordanee with the original plans. 
'l:he superintendent of construction for the penitentiary in Montana 
has not concluded a contract for the work. The causes w bich rendered 
it impracticable, two years since, to execute the act of Congress touching 
penitentiaries in the remaining Territories have not been removed. 
CIVIL SERVICE. 
My predecessor remarked in his report for 1866-" No one, with the 
most limited experience in an executive department, can, I believe, 
avoid the conclusion that its efficiency would be larg·ely promoted by a 
radical change iu the organization of its clerical force;" and in that for 
18G8, "It is my settled opinion, the result of much reflection, and of 
experjence in my present position, tha.t the efficiency of the clerical 
force would be essentially promoted by thoroughly reorganizing it." He 
added "It i hoped that a subject of so much importance to the suc-
,.ful working of the executive departments wiU receiYe the considera-
ion i .'Ow 11 merit . ' I fully concur jn the opinion:s and unite in the 
h h exr r . d. The fir, ·t mea. ure of r form i. to raise the standard 
f qualifi ·atjon, mak m rita t . ted by the duty performed the sole 
•T tul 1 of I r motion ~ n<l . · nr t the faithful incumbent the same per-
I~< n H<'P of mploym nt th, j,. ·iv n to ofl:i r. of th army and navy. 
ncl·r th • I rc•:ent ,.~-,. m th r n r l ·on d tion among the cl rks aud 
· ·. i · ha h' r ,~ nti n f th 'ir plac . d pend. much more upon 
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the political influence tl:J.ey can command, than upon energy or zeal in 
the performance of duty. After a careful examination of the subject, 1 
am fully persuaded that the measure I have suggested would have 
enabled this department to do the work of the past :fiscal year, with a 
corps of · clerks, one-third less in number than were found necessary. · 
Special knowledge and skill are indispensable for the proper perform-
ance of much of the clerical labor of most of the bureaus, and can only 
be acquired in time and with great labor. An intimate familiarity with 
the statutes bearing upon the subject under investigation, with the rules 
and regulations of the department, and with the , practice in relation 
thereto, is necessary for the accurate and rapid transaction of busin~ss; 
yet it is safe to say that, under our present customs, very few clerks are 
retained in place long enough to learn their duties and perform them 
with dispatch, and that there is no inducement offered them to make 
any real effort to that end. An experienced clerk is a repository of the 
law, the history and the traditions of the department, and may often, by 
a word or suggestion, e:x;pose a fraud, which might otherwise escape 
unnoticed, indicate an important fact of which there is no record, or in 
a thousand ways save his superior from imposition or from a long and 
laborious investigation. Yet such is the singular anomaly of our sys-
tem, that the very fact that a man had been retained in place during a 
change of administrations has been commonly held to be a sufficient 
political reason for demanding his removal. My own conviction is very 
strong, that the advantages supposed to be gained in this way are as 
unreal and delusive as the mischiefs are substantial and certain. 
The evil does not stop with the increased cost and diminished value 
of the clerical labor itself. It has given rise to a practice of office seek-
ing, which goes far to prevent the proper performance of their duties 
by the highest officers of the government. During the first three months 
after the inauguration of a new President, nearly the whole time of his 
confidential ad·visers is occupied by applications for office, and it is im-
possible, either before or after the ordinary business hours, to get suffi-
cient time for the careful study of the larger duties pertaining to the 
departments, or of questions of public interest. The devices used by 
applicants to obtain an audience make it impossible to discriminate be-
tween those who have important public business to transact and those 
who have not. The only mode of relief is to change, entirely, the hab-
its of easy access, which ought to mark an officers of the republic, and 
this, of itself, shows the necessity of a reform. 
Theoretically it would seem that the remedy is in the hands of the 
executive and departmental officers; but practically, the custom has 
become so firmly establi bed, that members of Congress are forced to 
yield to the importunity of their constituents, and are unable to get re-
lief except by urging appointments and removals upon the executive 
departments. Thus public business is most seriously embarrassed and 
retarded, and changes are sometimes made because, in that way alone 
III-I 
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does it seem possible to get room for the ordinary action of the adminis-
trative machinery. In this matter, the custom established for forty 
years has so much the effect of law, that no remedy seems adequate ex-
cept to give permanence to the subordinate branches of the civil serv-
ice by legislation, making capacity and integrit,y the sole tests of the 
fitness of the applicant, and throwing competition open to all. 
If there were no hope for speedy legislative action, I am well aware 
that this statement would be a useless display of an unpleasant subject ; 
but the fact that public attention is already directed to it, and that 
measures are pending in Congress, designed to cure the acknowledged 
evil, seems to make an unreserved declaration of the truth a public duty. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
J. D. COX, Secretary. 
The PRESIDENT. 
